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ALAN P. HOBLITZELLJanuary 14, 1986

rhe Honorable Harry Hughes
Governor of Maryland
-nnnapolis, .Maryland 21404

Lear Governor Hughes:

A.S Chairman of the Commission on E:<cellence in Higher Education, I am
pleased to sutmit to you the Cortrnission ' s report, "Higher Education: An
Investment in Excellence." This report is intended to respond to your
cr,arge to us to study the condition of higher education in Maryland and to
recoimend changes '/srfiich will improve its quality.

The Commission spent more than a year visiting the campuses in Marv'land,

listening to testimony from a wide variety of interested people and from
disinterested experts, and developing our thoughts about possible improve-
ments. We present to you this plan which envisions some modification in
structure to strengthen central coordination while decentralizing governance,
some changes in planning and evaluation for higher education, reduction of
enrollment and strengthening of standards at the University of Maryland's
Cbllege Park campus, increased flexibility in operating and capital budget
e:<ecution, and a five year plan for improving the funding of higher educa-
tion. While the Commission enjoyed lively debate about the direction we
should take, the members emerced in full agreement that this plan can
improve the equality of higher education in Maryland.

In studying Marv'land's higher education system, \-je found a rich
variety of postsecondar^/ education resources and a strong interest in
inproving them. We believe that Mar/land has the potential to strengthen
this systan, and we appreciate your asking for our participation in
planning such improvement.

Sincerely,

Alan P. Hoblitzell, JrV,.^
Chairman

GENERAL INFORMATION (301) 269-2377
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Executive Summary

The Commission on Excellence in Higher Education was

appointed by Governor Harry Hughes in October 1985. He directed

the Commission to study and make recommendations pertaining to the

achievement of excellence in higher education. This study was to

recognize economic and demographic conditions influencing the

system as well as Interests and needs of the citizens for higher

education. It was to address issues related to defining

institutional missions, promoting effectiveness and efficiency in

the system, financing higher education, and providing

accountability in the use of public funds. While the Commission

examined both public and private sectors of higher education, its

findings and reconurendatlons primarily are focused on the public

sector.

Maryland's system of higher education is found to have

considerable promise. It offers excellent access and considerable

diversity. Some academic programs have achieved national

distinction and a number of faculty' have merited national

attention In their fields. Maryland's citizens participate In

higher education somewhat more actively than do citizens in the

nation as a whole. The State enjoys a healthy and diverse economy

and Its leadership has demonstrated a willingness to support

education reform at the elementary and secondary levels.



The public system of higher education, however, currently has

a number of Impediments to excellence:

1. Its structure is complex with accountability diffuse.

2. Institutional missions are not sufficiently distinctive

to ensure efficiency and the academic profiles of some

institutions fall short of those suggested by the institutional

missions.

3. Systemwlde planning is not strategic: the goals to be

achieved by the Institutions' collective contributions are neither

clearly defined nor tied to specific objectives of the State,

strategies for achieving the goals are not evident in the plan,

and mechanisms for evaluating progress toward these goals are

absent. Furthermore, there is no authority or mechanism to

promote compliance with systemwlde planning.

4. Cooperative efforts among proximate institutions,

between higher education and the public schools, and among

colleges and universities and business, industry, and economic

development officials need further development.

5. Funding for the system is only average when compared to

other states and processes for developing and executing the budget

are burdensome.



To improve these deficiencies and to permit a good system of

higher education to move toward excellence, the Comirlssion offers

the following major recommendations. The complete recommendations

are found in Chapter V of this report.

Structure

1. The State Board for Higher Education is to be

reconstituted as a thirteen i^ember Maryland Higher Education

Commission (MHEC) and assigned the current responsibilities of the

State Board for Higher Education, the State Scholarship Board, and

the Maryland Higher Education Loan Authority. ^he MHEC will be

responsible for developing a statewide plan for higher education

based on mission statements and strategic plans initially

developed by the institutions. When necessary to ensure

institutional compliance with its mission as developed in this

plan, the MHEC is to he empowered to transfer, modify, or abolish

existing academic programs. '''he MHEC will provide for annual

accountability programs, develop guidelines for admissions

appropriate to institutional missions, recommend the level and

distribution of lump sum budgets to the institutions, and assume

governing authorities for an institution which fails to meet its

mission.

2. Individual eleven member boards of trustees are to be

created for Bowie State College, Coppln State College, Frostburr



Statf: College, Salisbury State College, Towson State University,

and the University of Baltimore to replace the Board of Trustees

of State Universities and Colleges and the boards of visitors of

these institutions.

Planning

3. Institutions are to undertake a detailed review of

missions, programs, curriculum, standards of admission and

progression, accountability, and cooperative opportunities. They

are tc develop a proposed institutional plan to be reviewed and

approved or modified by the MHEC, which will use these to adopt a

statewide plan for higher education. This plan Is to establish

the University of Maryland as the most selective institution and

the institution empowei ed to develop new doctoral programs, the

community colleges as the point of broadest access, and the

remaining colleges and universities ns a diverse segment of

institutions with distinctive missions. The KHEC's planning is to

incorporate advice from planners beyond the higher education

community, and its plan is to incorporate a description of higher

edtication's role In econcir.ic development.

k. The MHEC is to develop mechanisms for better Integrating

the higl'.er educations resources in the Baltimore area and for

better coordinating the efforts of the colleges and the public

schools and the colleges and the business commurit}.



Quality

5. The full time equivalent student enrollment of

undergraduate students at the University of Maryland College Park

is to be reduced by twenty percent. The University will retain

State funds equivalent to general fund and tuition support

associated with the planned enrollment decline and will use these

funds for quality Improvement.

6. Quality of the faculty is to be enhanced by raising

salaries to the 75th percentile of the corresponding ranks on the

AAUP comparative salary schedules for similar institutions, by

awarding salary increases on the basis of merit and by providing

an endowment for the Emintnt Scholars Program designed to attract

prorainent facvilty.

7. Teacher education programs are to be strengthened.

8. Remediation is to be concentrated at the community

colleges ?nd one of these colle^;e? in collaboration with a four

year college should conduct research and develop irodel programs in

remediation.

9. Retention standards and rates of retention are to be

improved.



10. Grants should be made available to the colleges and

universities from a pool of funds for initiatives to improve

quality or collaboration.

11. The MHEC will provide for an ongoing assessment of

academic programs and should promote efficiency by merging or

closing unnecessary or non-productive programs and by denying

approval for new programs when need is not clearly evident.

Funding

12. Funding will be enhanced to preserve for the University

of Maryland funds associated with the planned enrollment decline

at College Park, to raise faculty salaries across the system, to

endow the Eminent Scholars Program, to continue funding the

current rate of institutional aid for independent colleges and

universities, to provide incentive grants for quality and

cooperation, to improve support for community colleges, to

increase the Distinguished Scholar Award and to target additional

merit based aid to students attending the University of Maryland's

College Park Campus. Private fund raising is to be encouraged,

13. Student aid is to be used to promote access; scholarship

programs having neither need, merit, non desegregation as their

purpose should be phased out and associated funds added to the

General State Scholarship Program. A new privately funded program



of college work study should be initiated. The State is to

explore the feasibility of a tuition prepajnnent plan or a tax

incentive plan for higher education costs. Students receiving

State student financial aid should be required to maintain a c

average.

14. A restricted fund for refurbishing and renewing physical

plants is to he established with prevision that funds in thjs

account may be carried forward from one fiscal year to the next.

Capital projects, particularly renovation and renewal, for higher

education need priority attention. A revolving capital fund for

the purchase of instructional equipment should be established.

15. The capital budget process is to be simplified by giving

the University of Maryland parallel authority to the Departments

of General Services and Transportation and by consolidating

program and detailed planning processes for other institutions.

16. Flexibility is to be granted tor procurement of

administrative computers.

Accountabl lity

17. Governing boards will be accountable for the

institution's performance in meeting its mission. The IfHEC will

assess the institutions' collective performance in meeting



systemwide objectives and which will have authority to impose

sanctions if institutions fail to fulfill their missions. All

coordinating and governing boards are to provide for regular

assessments of their leadership as a board.

The reconmendations are designed to place governance

authority close to the institution and to provide strong

systemwide coordination. They are intended to raise quality by

careful planning, by promoting more efficient use of existing

resources, and by linking accountability to the planning process.

Improving quality will require enhancing the State's financial

contribution to higher education, and the Commission suggests

targeting this financial commitnent to salaries, to plant renewal,

and to specific Initiatives designed to promote quality or to

Improve an institution's ability to meet its mission.



I, Trtroduction: The Conmiiss Ion's Charge and Process of Study

The Commission on Excellence in Higher Education was

appointed in October 1985 by Governor Harry Hughes. He directed

the Commission to study and m.ake recommendations pertaining to the

achievement of excellence in higher education. This charge was to

encompass issues related to defining Institutional missions,

pronoting efficiency and effectiveness in the system, financing

institutions of higher education, and ensuring accountability in

the use of public funds. Governor Hughes asked the Commission to

consider these issues in the context of projected demographic

trends, educational needs, employment trends, and affordability.

The Governor's appointment of the Commission was responsive

to resolutions (House Joint Resolution 50 and Senate Joint

Resolution 11) of the General Assembly passed in its 1985

session. These resolutions posed additional related questions for

the Commission's study:

1

.

What IS the most appropriate methodology cf determining

the correct level, process, and distribution of funding

cf higher education in the coming decades?

2. Assuming an appropriate methodology of funding, is the

State funding of higher education now at the appropriate

level, considering the range of needs and programs as

1-



well as the limits of State resources?

3. What incentives could be instituted to encourage and

increase cooperation among Institutions, and segments of

the higher educators community - both public and private

- considering their respective missions?

h. Miat are appropriate methods of assuring accountability

for the use of State funds?

The Commission approached this broad charge by holding a

series of hearings and site visits to public and private

institutions of post secondary education. Testimony was heard

from each governing and coordinating board in higher education;

from chief administrative officers of the Institutions and

campuses; from the business community; from State Departments of

Economic Development, Employment and Training, Planning, Budget

and Fiscal Planning, Fiscal Services, General Services: from the

State and local boards of elementary and secondary education; from

faculty; from State Councils on Employment and Training and

Vocational Education; from the State Scholarship Board, the Higher

Education Loan Corporation, and the Supplemental Loan Authority;

and from consulting experts in higher education.

The recommendations included in this report are desipred to

be responsive tc the charges from the Governor and General

-2-



Assembly and draw from the impressive and extensive testimony

presented to the Commission. While there are a limited number of

observations and recommendations about the private sector colleges

and universities, the concerns of the Commission address primarily

the public institutions of higher education.

-3-



II. The System: Context for Change

Organization

Maryland's system of higher education includes a multi-campus

univeislty, eight single campus colleges and universities, and

seventeen community colleges. In addition, there are twenty-three

independent colleges and universities and two hundred twenty-five

non-collegiate independent postsecondary schools.

The system is coordinated hy the State Board for Higher

Education, which is the State Postsecondary Education Planning

Commission. In addition to developing an annual plan for

postsecondary education, the State Bo.Trd is responsible for

approving rev academic programs, desegregation planning,

regulation cf proprietary institutions, granting approvals to

operate and grant degrees, adminl£;terlng funds for interstate

education compacts and for aid to independent colleges and

universities, articulation of educational programs, and

consolidating and making recommendations on the budgets of the

institutions of higher education.

Four governing boards are responsible for the governance of

the State's baccalaureate degree granting institutions. The

University of Maryland, which has five campuses as well as

research laboratories and other off-campus locations, is governed

-4-



by its Board of Regents. The Board of Trustees of State

Universities and Colleges governs six State colleges and

universities: Bowie State College, Salisbury State College,

Coppiii State College, Frostburg State College, Towson State

University, and the University of Baltimore. Morgan University is

governed by its own Board of Regents, and St. Mary's College is

governed by a separate Board of Trustees. Boards are appointed by

the Governor and are responsible for selecting a president and

managing the institutions within their control.

Each community college In Maryland is governed by a local

board of trustees. The State Board for Community Colleges

administers the State's aid for conmiunity colleges, coordinates

the community colleges, facilitates transfers of community college

students to four year colleges, and coordinates relationships

between the high schools and community colleges.

The Education Coordinating Committee, which includes members

from the State Board of Education and the State Board for Higher

Education, has as its purpose coordinating issues which concern

both the elementary secondary schools and the postsecondary

institutions. The State Superintendent of Schools and the

Commissioner for Higher Education, who are the chief executive

offices appointed by their respective boards, are members of the

Education Coordinating Committee.

-5-



Access

Maryland's citizens enjoy relatively good geographic access

to higher education. Ninety-eight and six-tenths percent of the

State's population lives within a tv;enty mile radius of a college

or university. Nearly eighty-three percent lives within twenty

niles of a four year public college, and ninety-five and

six-tenths percent lives within twenty miles of a community

college. Over half the State's population lives within twenty

miles of twenty or more different colleges and universities, and

nearly ninety percent lives within twenty miles of ten or more

colleges and universities.

While undergraduate education is available vzithin commuting

distance for most citizens, convenient geographic access to

specialized graduate programs and to the research resources of

major universities is an issue of some concern. Such problems are

being addressed through eictcnsions of university resources to off

campus locations. Graduate programs are available In Western

Maryland, for example, through the University of Maryland's

cooperation with Frostburg State College at the College's campus.

Research resources and graduate education are being offered by the

University of Maryland and Johns Hopkins University in Montgomery

County, wh<?-re high technology industries and county economic

development officials had found access to university resources

inconvenient, for their purpose.

-6-



Access for students of all races to institutions and programs

is a second goal. Historically, four Maryland colleges - Morgan,

Bowie, Coppln, and the University of Maryland Eastern Shore -

played a critical role in ensuring access for black students.

These Institutions maintain their historical identities but play a

broader role today. Maryland has achieved parity between black

and white high school graduates in their initial access to higher

education, as evidenced by nearly equal rates (32.4% for blacks

and 30.3% for whites in 1982) of enrollment in public institutions

of higher education immediately following high school. Maryland

has adopted A Plan to Assure Equal Postsecondary Educational

Opportunity 1985 - 1989 , which makes a continuing commitment to

Initia] access to higher educrtlon, and which establishes new

goals of access for graduate and professional education, for

enrollment in specific academic fields in which minorities are

under represented, and for further desegregation of Maryland's

campuses. The Commission believes that Its recommendations, by

Improving quality throughout the system, will ossist in achieving

the goals of this plan.

P' third possible barrier to access and one which may become

problematic in Maryland is cost. Maryland's Institutions of

higher education have somewhat high rates of tuition and fees

relative to other states' public institutions, and costs of room

and board for resident students at several institutions are

considerably above national averages. Moreover, Maryland's

-7-



investment of State funds in student financial aid Is not high,

and its average award of State student financial assistance is

relatively low. These facts are countered in part by the

relatively high personal income of Maryland's citizens. The rate

at which Maryland's high school graduates enroll in college is

comparable to and somewhat better than the average enrollments of

high school graduates on a national level. Moreover, there is no

evidence that tuition differences among institutions have acted as

a barrier or screen for enrollment. While these facts suggest

that cost has not yet become a significant barrier to access to

higher education in Maryland, this is a possible concern for the

future.

Uemographics

Maryland currently enrolls 13A,500 full time equivalent

students in its public colleges and universities and 21,500 in its

independent colleges and universities. Over 42,000 of these

students, nearly 32 percent of the total public enrollment, are

enrolled at the University of Maryland. Another 63,000 full time

equivalent students are enrolled In State funded community college

programs. The balance are In the colleges and unix'ersities.

Slightly more than half of the enrollment is made up of

students who attend college part time. Ner.rly three-fourths of

the part time students are over twentj'-four ^^ears old. The

-8-



balance of the students, the full time students, are largely

traditional college-age students, under age twenty-four.

As much of the nation, Maryland anticipates a substantial

decline in the number of traditional college-age students. The

number of students graduating from high school in Maryland is

expected to decline by 25 percent between 1980 and 1995.

Moreover, the proportion of high school graduates who are

minorities will rise.

The likely effect of these changes on higher education

enrollments is not clear. Tn the current year enrollments have

risen slightly in spite of a decline of approximately 1000

Maryland high school graduates in the last academic year. The

State Board for Higher Education projects a modest decline in

overall enrollments in the colleges and universities and a decline

of about ten percent in full time undergraduates by 1995.

Ever; if these optimistic projections are realized systemwide,

the effect of the charging demographics will be felt differently

at the various institutions. Those Institutions which enroll

primarily full time undergraduate students will be most affected

by the declining number of such students.

-9-



Finance

Maryland's economy is diverse and, therefore, has been spared

the dramatic swings in revenue and spending seen in oil dependent

states and those with a narrow range of industries. Furthermore,

Maryland's citizens enjoy relatively high per capita income. The

state ranks seventh among the states on this measure. In per

capita general revenues of state and local governments, a measure

which reflects revenues generated through taxes not only on income

but on property, sales, and other goods and services, Maryland

ranks nineteenth among the states.

Similarly, Maryland ranks nineteenth among the states in

state and local expenditures for all of education. In higher

education Maryland's- £;pending per full time equivalent student

ranks twenty-fourth among the states when state and local

appropriations and student operating fee revenues are included,

but Maryland ranks twenty-ninth in spending per student from state

and local government resources alone. Maryland's growth in State

spending for higher educat:ton was 17% during the pant two years,

ranking twenty-first among the states, and 133% during the past

ten years, ranking twenty-fifth among the states. On two

frequentl;" cited measures of state spending tor higher education,

Maryland ranks less well. Maryland ranks twenty-ninth in per

capita state spending for higher education and thirty-seventh in

spending for higher education per $1,000 of personal income. The

-10-



Corainisslon notes these latter statistics because they frequently

have been cited, but finds them Inappropriate as Indications of

quality in the system. To the extent that funding and quality are

related, it is the amount of funds available, not the source of

funds, which is pertinent. Differences among states in

state-local relations, in tax structure, in wealth, in sparslty

and density all influence these latter statistics without

influencing the buying power of dollars available. Therefore, the

statistic the Commission finds most useful as a comparative

measure is spending per full time equivalent student from all

sources. On this measure, Maryland's performance is only

average.

The State's economic forecast through 1991, rs projected by

the Department of Fiscal Services, Is based on moderate growth and

a continued low rate of inflation. The State's revenues under

these conditions r.re expected to increase approximately seven

percent annually. Such growth, in the opinion of the Department,

is aderuate to fund inflationary growth and mandated increases in

existing programs, but it allows little flexibility in the next

two years for nevr spending initiatives. Changes in the federal

tax and bi dget structure, which may increase or decrease the

availabilitv of State funds, ate not incorporated into these

projections

.
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Summary

Maryland's system of higher education promotes access to

higher education. There Is not evidence of need for major

expansion of the system In the immediate future. The system is

moderately funded. Furthermore, there is a relatively high

enrollment of undergraduates in the research university and a

concentration of campuses, some of which are underutilized, in

rather compact geographical regions. The relatively high costs to

students of attending the puhlic colleges in Maryland have the

potential to cause problems of access.

Maryland's economic forecast suggests some capacity to

improve its fundirg for higher education, vhich has been only

average among the states. The forecast suggest that modest growth

is possible before fiscal year 1990 and that more meaningful

change is possible beyond that time.
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III. The Problem; Findings

Maryland ' s Statewide Plan for Postsecondary Education

establishes the framework for the system's operation. It

establishes as goals of the system the following: access,

diversity, quality, and economy. It is these goals v;hlch formed

the structure for the Commission's examination of problems within

the system.

Planning for Quality

The Commission sees the planning process as key to the

achievement of ouality in the system of higher education. While

the corjjiisslon concurs in the four general goals for higher

education described in the plan, it finds the planning process

flawed in a number of important ways.

First, the plan gives inadequate attention to the definition

of the goals it has established. If the plan is to be a useful

tool for describing the system and its institutions and for

measuring their progress is achieving these goals. It must give

precise definition to these goals. Moreover, the applicability of

these goals to each institution and segment must be very clear so

that a single standard is not applied to Institutions which are

and should be diverse in their mission.

-13-



Second, the missions of the institutions need to be clear,

fully developed, and distinctive. The plan should identify

strategies for achieving these missions and processes for

evaluation. Institutional missions should be related clearly to

the achievement of the goals for the system as a vhole.

Third, the agency primarily responsible for Statewide

planning, the State Board for Higher Education, lacks the

authority to ensure that its plan is carried out. It monitors

progress of the institutions but may not eliminate unproductive

programs, distribute the budget to achieve particular ends, or

influence personnel and management decisions by governing boards.

The State Board, therefore, offers a plan but has little effect on

its accomplishment.

Fourth, there is an absence of specific accountability

measures tied to the planning process. Therefore, neither

presidents, g.overning boards, coordinating boards, nor elected

officials view the planning document as a useful tool for

evaluating the systtm.

Standards for Quality

The public system of higher education in Maryland is a

modified tripartite one. Institutional missions vary somewhat by

institutional type, yet standards used by the insti ti'tions

-14-



themselves and profiles of the institutions do not adequately

reflect these distinctions.

Admission standards, which are established by governing

boards, are an example of this problem. The University of

Maryland is designated as a research institution implying

selectivity at the undergraduate level. However, its current

stated admission standards are strikingly similar to those of the

State colleges. Both sets of institutions require essentially the

same high school course work, and both require a C average in

high school as a minimum standard for regular admissions. Only

the specific SAT scores required as a link with high school grades

vary, and ir. some cases the minimum SAT's required in State

colleges are higher than those required by the University. In

fact, the University may achieve more selectivity than its written

standards Imply by limiting admissions and selecting on a merit

basis among eligible candidates. Morgan, a doctoral degree

granting university, requires neither a particular high school

curriculum nor a specific minimum aptitude test score as an

admissions criterion for in-State students. Tt requires only a

C average in high school, the same as that required by both the

State colleges and the University of Maryland.

The University of Maryland has expressed a goal achieving a

ranking within the top ten public universities in the nation and

it has chosen a number of institutions as its peers or models. To

-15-



achieve a profile comparable to Its peers, however, the University

must make considerable progress. Currently it attracts far fewer

merit scholars than its peers and the PAT scores of entering

freshmen fall short of those in peer institutions. While the

University has made Impressive recent progress in attracting

federal research funds, it ranks below most of its peers on this

measure. Its enrollment of graduate students is proportionately

smaller than that of its peers. Achieving distinction as a

research university comparable to the best public universities in

the nation is a laudable goal. The Commission believes that the

University cf Maryland currently falls somewhat short of this

goal.

A particular concern of the Commission relates to the

inconsist'^ncy between the high proportion of students attending

Universit\ cf Maryland College Park campus and the need for

selectivity implied by its graduate and research missions and the

possible impediment this Implies to the development of the State's

institutions. The Commission noted that the headcount enrollment

at the Collef;e Park campus is equal to .84 percent of the State's

total population. Although comparisons among states must be made

with caution in recognition of the variation among states, this

enrollment relative to the State's size seems uncharacteristic for

a selective institution. Except for the University of Wisconsin's

Madison campus (.88), campuses which the University identifies as

peers to College Park typically have enrollments which are

-16-



equivalent to a much smaller share of the State's pcpulation

(North Carolina Chapel Hill, .35%; Berkeley, .11%; University of

Michigan Ann Arbor, .38%; University of Virginia, .3%; University

of Texas, Austin, .29%) The Commission is concerned that the

tradition of serving so large a percentage of students at College

Park has necessitated accepting students who are not exceptionally

able, has compromised the perception of quality on the campus, and

has contributed to a lack of real distinction between the

University and The State's colleges.

Not only is it a problem that the admission standards and

student profiles of various institutions reflect inadequately the

variety in their mission, but the Statewide Plan for

Postsecondary Education poses no strategy to remedy this

discrepancy; it merely suggests that all of the campuses achieve

an increase of 5 to 10 percent in SAT scores in the next five

years. Such a standardized, incremental approach to planning will

fall tc achieve a system of distinctive parts.

A second area in which differentiated standards must be

established is retention. Although Maryland's public colleges

have average retention rates for undergraduates which are similar

to national averages, there are notable deficiencies and tliere is

s need to improve retention at all campuses. In this regard, too,

the Statewide Plan suggests a single incremental rate of

improvement in retention for all campuses, regardless of mission
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or experience.

A third area which causes concern is remediation. The

State's system of higher education permits and encourages a

limited proportion of its students to be admitted as exceptions to

minimum standards. Remediation for these and other students is

encouraged. As a result, all campuses in the State's higher

education offer remedial education; however, there is no

systemwide guidance for standards for enrollment In these courses

and progression beyond.

The fourth area deserving attention is accountability for

results. The institutions do take part in accreditation and peer

review processes at the program and campus levels and they assess

student graduation rates and performance on licensure, certifying,

or graduate and professional school entrance examinations where

appropriate. These kinds of data are useful indicators of

quality. They are not, however, systematically reviewed, coupled

v.'ith other data that may be useful, and matched against

institutional goals ns. defined in the mission statements of the

Statewide Plan . Such systematic accountability for results is

a necessary component of dynamic and strategic planning and should

become a part of ifaryland's planning for quality.

Another form of regular accountability which was found

lacking in Maryland is the assessment of the performance of the
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boards governing and coordinating higher education. While there

have been examples of board efforts to bring about external review

of personnel, of specific beard operations or decisions, or of

board processes, such internal assessment and external review

needs to be done regularly and incorporated into the boards'

processes for planning their own governing and coordinating

activities.

Program Quality

Although the Commission was not able to conduct a detailed

review of acadenic programs, it believes that there is some costly

duplication of programs and that an ongoing system for reviewing

and evaluating proprr/ms with elimination of those that are

unproductive must be instituted. The issue of duplication is

complex and requires seme judgement about what constitutes

unnecessary duplication. Clearly an undergraduate core program in

art? and sciences has a place in each of the colleges and

universities. Graduate programs and specialized undergraduate

programs should be offered in more than one location only when

there is clear evidence of student demand for the program and of

societal need for additional graduates or professionals in those

fields. An example of the current problem is found in a review of

undergraduate programs in education. Twenty-one public and

private colleges offer baccalaureate degrees in education, yet

fifty-seven percent of the baccalaureate degrees awarded in
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education in 1985 were awarded by two institutions. Bachelors

degree production In education dropped by 42% from 1979 to 1985.

During that time one public college offering the degree awarded

none; one private college awarded only four and another only

nine. Three institutions offer a doctorate in education; yet all

but 7 of the 133 education doctorates awarded in 1985 came from a

single institution.

Duplication, where it exists, can drain the resources of an

institution and impair the quality of programs which have the

potential to be sound. Institutions are faced with tremendous

internal pressure to maintain existing programs. Controls or

Incentives must be identified to bring about necessary and

desirable program change.

Quality Through Relationships With Others

The interrelationships among the colleges and universities

and business, elementary secondary education, and each other are

important to attaining the goal of quality. These, too, need

systemwide coordination to be most effective.

Establishing effective relationships with the public schools

is Important for several reasons: standards in the public schools

Influence the preparedness of students enrolling in the college?

,

standards of the colleges have implications for programs and
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requirements in secondary schools, there is some duplication in

responsibility for career and vocational education and for

remedial and adult education between high schools and colleges,

there is an impf^nding shortage of teachers for the public schools

and the colleges must be prepared to assist in training these

prospective teachers and in finding ways to accommodate the need

for teachers, the schools provide a laboratory for research and

practical experience for teacher education and social science

programs, and there are opportunities for sharing resources. The

Education Coordinating Committee (ECC) was established to provide

the linkage between hipher education and the schools. Local

boards of education, however, suggested that this has been an

ineffective tool, that they feel isolated from higher education

policy, and that they see a need for better conanunication.

Another area of concern is the relationship between the

tiigher education institutions and the business community. There

appears to be a great deal of interest both on the part of

industry and of education in developing these relationships, yet

solid direction for doing so is absent. An excellent example of

such partnership is found in the establishment of the Center for

Advanced Research in Biotechnology and related graduate programs

offered by the University of Maryland ?nd Johns Hopkins Unlver.'^ity

in Shady Grove in Montgomery County. These efforts were promoted

by an alliance o^ interested industries and an ambitious local

economic development office and were undertaken as ad hoc
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relationships with the affected institutions. While such

alliances are encouraged, a systemwide plan and mechanism for

utilizing higher education in economic development is desirable.

Furthermore, the Commission believes that there are many

opportunities for higher education and industry collaboration

which now are overlooked. Inservice training and development,

sabbatical activity, privately sponsored work-study opportunities,

minority employment programs, and equipment and resource sharing

were several possibilities suggested to the Conmiission but

presencly not evident.

Funding for Quality

The Com.mission believes that improving quality will require

changes in both inputs and outputs of higher education. Moreover,

the Commission believes that increased funding for public

education will be necessary to achieve the results that are

envisioned.

Maryland's funding for higher education is only average in

comparison cc that in other states. These comparisons have been

described in detail in Chapter II of this report. This level of

funding has had an effect on faculty salaries, on equipment

acquisition and replacement, on maintenance, on library

collections, and on faculty travel and development. The
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Commission believes that an excellent, informed, and Involved

faculty is key to achieving excellence. The Commission believes

that imnediate and sustained improvement in funding is important,

and it sees the investment in faculty as a primary need.

Also of concern are the capital needs of higher education.

There is great discrepancy between the projected capital requests

from higher education and the State's expected level of debt

affordability. The State Board for Higher Education estimates a

cost of $300 million to bring existing facilities to acceptable

standards. The Board's Plan to Assure Fqual Postsecondary

Educational Opportunity projects capital needs of nearly $65

million at the historically black colleges alone. Between fiscal

years 19S8 and 1992 the four year institutions estimate capital

budget needs in excess of .'^657 million. During the past fourteen

vears, by contrast, higher education has received an annual

average of $36.6 million for capital construction. Maryland's

capital expenditures are constrained voluntarily by debt ceilings

recommended annually by the Capital Debt Affordability Committee.

In recent years the level of nev.' debt authorized by the Committee

has been $220 million. This debt level ir. expected to include all

capital projects in which the State commits funding: State

hospitals, prisons, State office buildings. State collefjes and

universities, local public schools, community colleges, private

colleges, special private initiatives such as the Maryland Science

Center or the Baltimore Zoo, and myriad other piojects. The



Commission believes that well maintained and appropriate

facilities are important and believes that a better fit must be

found between the aspirations of higher education, the utilization

of existing f£cilities, and the debt ceiling restrictions imposed

by the State. The Commission believes that the condition of

existing facilities should be improved and suggests that such

options be considered as giving higher priority in capital budgets

to higher education, expanding the debt ceiling, or reexamining

the need for some facilities.

A related concern is the process for capital construction in

Maryland's institutions of higher education. The Commission was

told that capital projects typically take five to six years from

conception to construction. Some projects have taken considerably

longer. "he process is complex, burdensome, inefficient, and time

consuming. It is costly not only in price, but also in quality,

as buildings delayed for extended periods may be inappropriate or

inadequate in size or design by the time the}' ultimately are

constructed, yet agencies are loath to incur further delays by

requesting ircdif ications . The Commission believes reform io

needed to simplify and expedite the process of capital plrrnlng

and construction.
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Access

The Commission endorses access as a goal, but believes the

lack of definition for this goal has made it difficult to assess

the extent to which access may be a problem. The Commission

recognizes teveral levels of access:

1

.

Geographic - The Commission believes that the State has

provided adequately for geographic access if the

following conditions are met:

a. One research university campus offering

comprehensive programs of graduate and

undergraduate education is available to students

statewide and offers residential opportunities to

those living too distant to commute;

b. State college? offering a liberal arts and sciences

core are available in each geographic repion of the

State.

c. Community colleges are available within ccirmuting

distance throughout the State.

2. Institutional - The Commission believes that all high

school graduates should be able tc attain admission to
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some level of postsecondary education and that the

coirnunity colleges should serve as the broadest point of

access. The Commission endorses selective admission

standards appropriate to institutional mission and does

not believe access is diminished by such selective

standards as long as progression from less selective to

more selective institutions is made possible through

articulation agreements for students with performance

appropriate to the mission of the receiving

iiistltution.

Equal access for minorities - The Commission believes

that minorities and women should have the same

opportunity to enroll ir Irstituticns and programs of

study of choice as do other students. I'here enrollment

patterns suggest underrepresentftlon, the causes of this

disparity should be determined and action taken to

ensure equal access.

Cost - The Commission believes that cost should not be a

barrier to higher education, but does not believe that

the State has a responsibility to ensure institutional

choice by neutralizing fully ccst differences. The

Commission believes that community college tuitions

should be kept at affordable levels for all students and

that student financial assistance programs should assist
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ir meetlpg higher costs of more selective institutions

fcr eligible students en the basis of need. The

Commission recognizes the particular pressures of cost

or. students attending independent Institutions and

er.dorses continuation of the State's institutional aid

tc Independent colleges and universities, which assists

further in noderating tuition costs.

5. Academic Program - The Commission believes that within

the Statev.-ide system a comprehensive array of academic

programs should be available or access to high cost or

low demand programr ret available in the public sector

should be available though contracts with out of State

or private institutions. The commission believes that

program duplication, particularly at the graduate level,

should be approved only when demand is adequate to make

such duplication efficient and that convenient access

should not be viewed as adequate rationale for such

duplication.

In the context of this definition of access, Maryland's

system of higher education has a reasonably satisfactory record.

Geographic access is generally excellent and satellite programs

have been offered to meet specific demands for programs ir.

geographical '.y underserved regions. The open door policy of

community colleges has made access to higher educaticr. universal



for Maryland's high school graduates. Although there are problems

of underrepresentation of minorities in some institutions and

programs of academic study, the State has adopted an ambitious

plan for desegregation which anticipates corrections of these

problems. The Commission has some concern that other race

enrollment goals in this plan may be difficult to achieve unless

additional strategies such as program transfers, cooperative

programs, targeted recruitment and financial aid, and specialized

support services are used to assist in reaching these goals. The

Commission also has sonc concern about the potential impact of

cost on student access. Community college tuitions at some

institutions are approaching tuitions in some four year colleges.

They are high relative to community college tuitions in other

states. Moreover, financial aid policies at both federal and

state levels may offer greater assistance to students attending

high cost colleges, residential colleges, and full-time programs.

Such policies assist in ensuring student choice but preserve

access only if aid Is adeouate to fully meet the needs of

students. Vihen aid falls short of fully meeting need, as State

aid has, the Commission believes that student aid policler. should

consider ensuring access a higher priority than preserving

choice.
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Diversity

Maryland's system of higher education has offered diverse

opportunities both in types of Institutions and academic

programs. The Commission recognizes the Important role Maryland's

independent colleges play in this regard. This sector has

included religiously affiliated institutions, predominantly single

sex institutions, institutions with highly specialized programs,

and an Institution with a unique curriculum.

Tn the public sector there has been some tendency toward

homogeneity. This is particularly troubling where institutions in

clobe geographic proximity (Salisbury and UMES; Coppin, Towson,

University of Baltimore, Morgan, University of Maryland Baltimore

County; Bowie and University of Maryland College Park) have failed

to develop sufficiently distinctive irlsslons and progranr to

discourage unnecessary competition and to encourage diversity of

opportunity. The Commission believes that more careful definition

liiust be given to institutional missions to Improve diversity in

the public s.ector. Where institutions in close proximity share

common programs or goals, the Commission urger collaboration and

coordination of efforts.
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Efficiency

The Commission sees the lack of distinctiveness among

proximate campuses as a problem of economy or efficiency as well

as a problem of homogeneity. Although there clearly are academic

programs which are central to any four-year college campus, many

others should be sorted out with parsimony. Regular and periodic

assessments of program productivity should be instituted and tied

to a process for program elimination or modification as necessary

A second problem of duplication noted by the Commission lies

in the roles of various boards and agencies. The capital planning

process serves as an example. Institutions are expected to

conceive and initially plan capital projects. These plans

ultimately are reviewed by the State planning agency, the State

Department of General Services, and the State Board for Higher

Education. Operating budgets face similar multiple agency review

passing from institution to governing board to coordinating board

(two, in the case of comj".unity colleges) to executive and

legislative budget departments. Such duplicative effort must be

minimized if efficiency is to be achieved.

A third problem in efficiency lies in the utilization of

higher education resources. Some campuses, notably the University

of Maryland College Park, are highly enrolled and suffer from

space limitations v;hich are severe. Other campuses are
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underutila.zed and have high costs of operation epsociated with

operation and maintenance of excess space. Although a state

cannot engineer directly the distribution of students among its

campuses, it can adept policies and practices which promote better

distribution of students. The University of Maryland, for

example, has instituted a creative and attractive incentive for

enrollment at its Eastern Shore campus by linking enrollment there

to admission to the professional schools at the Baltimore City

campus. If the system were operated with systemwide efficiency as

a goal, a centralized admission procedure directing students to

the various institutions to which they are admissible, additional

cooperative or articulated programs facilitated by common academic

calendars, and other processes could be instituted.

A fourth problem in efficiency relates to academic planning.

The process for developing academic plans currently focuses at the

institutional level initially and moves subsequently to the State

Board for Higher Education where interlnstitutional conflicts, if

any, are to find resolution. It is appropriate for instituticrs

to have responsibility for creative program development; however,

the State should facilitate such planning by providing a clearer

framework for institutional missions in the Statewide plan and by

providing information about employment trends and forecasts,

feedback from employers of recent graduates, economic development

plans and interests, and demographic information. Such

information utilized in a dynamic program planning and review
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process could result In programs more responsive to needs and

detnards and, therefore, more efficient to operate.

A further problem in efficiency is found in the budget

processes for higher education. Although progress; has been made

in bringing better equity to State funding per student in various

institutions of higher education, it remains evident that

underenrolled and inefficient campuses remain better funded on a

T)er student basis than do those which operate with better resource

management. Furthermore, the State's legitimate interest in

protecting expenditure of tax funds sometimes results in

disincentives to the colleges for efficiency. A campus which

effects savings in a state funded campus operation may find its

general fund base diminished in subsequent years in recognition of

the efficiency attained. Changes in State law in 1985 which

allowed institutions to carry forward unexpended balances of

special and federal fund revenues were helpful in this regard, but

attention should be paid to possible disincentives for efficiency

which continue to burden the system. Similarly State policies

should encourage interinstiti;tlonal cooperation where such

cooperation results in mor^! efficient use of resources Statewide.
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Economic Development

Although the Statewide Plan for Postsecondary Education does

not incorporate economic development among the roles of higher

education, the Commission believes that the colleges and

universities must play a vital role in the economic development of

the State and of the regions they serve. Currently, however,

there is no Statewide strategic plan for economic development and

there is no plan which spells out the roles the colleges and

universities should play in this regard. The use of the higher

education resources as a magnet in attracting development appears

to be made on nn ad hoc rather than systematic basis. Some

presidents report having had no contact with economic development

officials, while others have actively pursued or been pursued for

such activities.

There is considerable feeling that private sector Interest in

cooperating with higher education is much greater than has been

realized. Testimony before the Commission suggested that the

private sector may have an interest in deve?.oping privately funded

work study programs, programs for faculty development, resource

sharing opportunities, and othrr partnerships. The State should

promote such partnerships. Moreover, public institutions

generally have had limited success in attracting private funding.

Marj'land's institutions do not enjoy an impressive record in this

regard. Private sector support of public higher education is
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appropriate and can promote better rcfiponslveness in the public

sector to private sector interests and needs. The institutions

should be encouraged to improve their records in attracting

private donations.

Summary

While the State's system of public higher education Is

hindered by the problems cited in this Chapter in reaching its

goals, it is a system which holds a great deal of promise.

Maryland it. a well located State which holds great attractiveness

for professional employees. It is a State with a stable and

proving economy. Its citizens enjoy relatively high persona]

income, although average incomes mask the broad disparities that

exist among the regions of Maryland. The State's citizens have

shown an interest in education and have supported the broad

financing reforms already adopted for elementary and secondary

education. It is reasonable to expect that support would be found

for improvements in higher education as well, even if these

require a significant investment of public funds.

The State 'r colleges and universities have offered the

citizens broad and ready access at affordable prices. There have

been notable achievements by a number of faculty, and some

acader.ic programs have gained national attention. Generally the

institutions have been moving in the right direction* standards
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have been raised on most campuses, SAT scores are rising, faculty

salaries on many campuses are being ad.iusted on the basis of

merit, and financial management is being improved. leadership in

a number of Maryland's institutions has been dynamic.

The Commission believes that Maryland's system of higher

education is poised for progress. It offers the following vision

for its future and recommendations to assist in m.oving it forward.
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TV. Quality: The Visior

Excellence in higher education, suggests Education Connnission

of the States President Frank Newman, is a journey, not a

destination. Maryland's colleges and universities clearly have

embarked on this journey, and they have passed some notable

landmarks: the number of National Merit Scholars attending the

University of Maryland has increased from 17 to 155 since 1978;

the University of Baltimore's School of Law has achieved

accreditation; the faculty at St. Mary's College have received

awards and distinctions including six Fulbright awards during the

past three years; Morgan University has initiated new programs in

attractive fields such as engineering; admission standards have

been raised by the University of Maryland's Board of Regents and

the Board of Trustees of State Universities and Colleges. These

are orly a few examples of recent achievements in Maryland's

colleges and universities.

V.liat Maryland's systera of higher education has lacked in this

journey is a clear itinerary, a roadmap to guide the travel, a

cohesive set of expectations froin the trip. l^'hile praiseworthy'

individually, the achieveirents of the colleges and universities,

as a whole, do not reflect systematic progress toward a cohesive

and well defined set of system wide objectives. What Maryland's

system of higher education, its colleges and universirfof need is

a vision for its journey.



The Commlpslon suggests that such a vision must incorporate

the following elements:

1. A sense of purpose for the system,

2. A structure for the system v/hich supports that purpose,

3. A definition of the roles and goals of the various

components of the system, and

4. An assignment of responsibilities within the system.

5. A system of review of accomplishments.

The Commission envisions a f>trong system of higher education

in Maryland which uses both public and independent colleges and

universities to satisfy the diverse needs of its citizens. In

this system the independent sector serves several purposes: it

provides for diversity in the kinds of institutions and

educational settings which are available to citizens; it

encourages self-ej ?mlnation and renewa] in the public sector

through health^' competition; it provides an example of flexibility

and autonomy in higher education policy and operation. The public

sector provides for broad access to higher education, offert:

compreheiisive educational opportunities, and keeps as a primary

objective serving the interests of the State and its citizens.
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The higher education system should preserve the independence of

the private sector while promoting the continuing development and

improvement of the public sector. It should consider both public

and private resources in its planning to serve efficiently the

needs of the people of Maryland.

The Commission believes that the citizens of Maryland should

participate more broadly in higher education opportunities than

they currently do. A panel of experts convened by the American

Association of State Colleges and Universities and chaired by U.S.

Education Secretary Terrel H. Bell recently called for a national

commitment to guarantee by the year 2001 that 35 percent of all

adults in America will have a college degree. While the

Com.ir-lssion has not assessed the feasibility of reaching that

particular goal, it does endorse increasing both the proportion of

high school graduates enrolling in college and the proportion of

those who persist to graduation. The Commission envisions

Institutions attractive enough to meet this objective and flexible

enough to respond to the growing trend toward evening and

part-tine enrollment and other non-traditional scheduling.

Moreover, the Commission is concerned that a relatively high

proportion of Maryland's most able students leave the state for

higher education. The Commission envisions a system which has

both the quality and the respect which will attract national

attention and which will appeal to Maryland's most able students
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and to talented students nationwide.

While the Commission acknowledges the Importance of both

public and Independent institutions to the vitality of the system

of higher education and endorses a continued State commitment to

the independent sector, most of its recommendations pertain to the

public sector in which the State's investment and responsibility

are more direct. Accordingly, following are the elements of the

Commission's vision for the public sector in higher education.

The Commission suggests that the purpose of the State's

system of higher education is to Improve the quality of life in

Maryland by developing the human and economic potential of the

State. To do so, the system must accomplish the following.

1. Advance the knowledge and skills of citizens;

?.

.

Provide training for employment;

3. Develop an appreciation for the culture of the society;

4. Promote civic responsibility;

5. Provide equal opportunity for advancement within the

society;
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6. Conduct both basic and applied research tailored to the

needs of current and potential industries and service

providers within the State, promoting an entrepreneurial

spirit, risk taking, and innovation;

7. Provide ser'.'lce, technical assistance, and advice.

An excellent system of higher education consists of

Institutions having clearly differentiated and vrell defined

missions, the sum of which satisfies efficiently the purpose of

the system as described above. Excellence in a system of higher

education should not be confused with unlfonnity among its

institutions. Rather, excellence in an institution suggests

success In achieving the particular mission of that institution .

Excellence in a system of higher education suggests that the

institutions work efficiently together to satisfy in sum the

purpose of that system.

The structure of the higher education system should reflect

the differentiated purposes of the institutions, promote; the

cohesiveness of the system, and allov creativity and flexildlity

of management. The system envisioned by the Commission will have

characteristics of a tripartite system, although It is not

characterized by tripartite governance. The system includes a

multicampus research university and local community colleges \;bich

promote broad access to undergraduate education, provide
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continuing education and vocational and career programs, provide

training resources to local business and industry, and serve as a

connnunity resource. The third segment is a group of institutions

meeting diverse and regional needs. These will include

institutions of specialized mission, those with particular

historical traditions to serve diverse cultural needs, and those

with regionally tailored services. Within this basic structure,

however, the Commission sees a need for much sharper distinctions

among the institutional types than now exists.

Roles

The research university will have as primary missions

p.raduate and professional education and research. At this stage a

goal is to achieve nationally prominent programs, while resources

are limited and student demand may be declining. Because the

University of Maryland is best positioned to achieve the goal of

national eminence. It should be the only institution approved to

grant new doctoral degrees. It will have a single flagship campus

with programs and faculty nationally recognized for their

excellence in research and the advancement of knowledge. Other

campuses will have more limited focus, emphasising graduate

education and research particular to the skills of the faculty,

the mission of the campus, tho needs of the region, and the

academic programs offered on the campus. The university vlll
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admit as freshmen only those highly selected students whose

academic profiles suggest exceptional ability and a likelihood to

succeed in the university setting and proceed to graduate or

professional study. The university will provide access at the

upper division undergraduate level for students who have excelled

in completing lower division study at community colleges or State

colleges and universities. This University will attract

nationally and internationally prominent faculty. It will join

the top universities in the nation in attaining research funding

and private support. The research university will act as a magnet

for economic development. Through targeted research, faculty

exchanges, graduate education, service and technical assistance,

the university will becoire an active partner and a valued resource

in the State's industrial and business development.

A diverse group of institutions, the State's colleges and

universities, will have as a primary focus undergraduate

education. The college? also may offer the master's degree. They

will prepare master's level students in professions, such as

teaching and business, as well as in libera] arts. These

institutions will admit academically able students, but vill have

less selective admission standards than the research university.

These institutions will ftress excellence in the instructior. of

undergraduate students. They will be the focal point for the

education of teachers whose supply is expected to be critically

short in the immediate future. Faculty vrill be selected and
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evaluated v/ith primary emphasis on their talepts for instruction.

State colleges and universities will develop cooperative

relationships with business and industry for student work

experiences, for faculty sabbatical experiences and Inservice

training opportunities, for technical assistance and service, and

for cooperative use of facilities and equipment.

The coniDunlty colleges will serve as a point of access to

higher education. They will maintain an open door admission

policy; however, they will have standards of admission for credit

generating academic coursework associated with a program of

study. While every institution may have a need for very limited

remedial education, the community colleges will be the primary

provider of intensive remedial education for underprepared

students. They will offer lower division education to students

intending to pursue baccalaureate programs, and they wll]. maintain

articulation agreements with other postsecondary Institutions in

the system to ensure ease of transfer. While community college

graduates shall be ensured access within the system, the

particular articulation agreements cf a community college and a

four year institution must respect the degree of selectivity

expected by the institution's mission. Also, the community

co2.1fcges will offer career and vocational training and will work

with secondary schools toward articulation cf such programs.

These colleges will continue to provide broad opportunities for

continuing education and for community education. In line with
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this educational mission, community colleges will serve business

and industry by providing industry specific training and

retraining for employees.

Responsibilities

The achievement of these missions depends strongly upon the

boards which govern and coordinate the institutions in Maryland's

system of higher education. The Commission believes that these

boards must be empowered and invigorated to carry out their

important responsibilities.

Thr Commission endorses the concept of decentralized

management. Accordingly, it sees a system with institutions

governed by individual boards having strong institutional

identification. These boards, the Commission believes, should be

responsible for ensuring that the institution achieves the

objectives it has established and satisfies it mission, and they

should be held strictly accountable in this regard. Furthemiore,

these boards should serve as advocates for the Institution and

should promote the institution's image and respect in the

community. They should be the primary focal point for

institutional planning and accountability. Tt is they who with

iheir facultv and administration should be the creative spark and

the effective overseers of institutional improvement.
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While attentive and strong Institutional governing boards are

critical to ensuring quality at the institutional level, a State

system of higher education must work with a unified purpose.

Therefore, the Comir/tssion sees a need for a strong central board

which, taking into account Institutional plans, will adopt plans

for the system's operation and which will oversee the

institutions' collective and individual compliance with those

plans. The institutions' beards are to be accountable to the

central board, and the central board will be held accountable to

the Governor and General Assembly. If the central board is to

develop and oversee a Ft^te plan for higher education and be held

accountable for achieving its purposes, that board must have

stronp. authority to ensure that institutions comply with the

statewide plan. Such authority must include the ability to impose

sanctions and to assume certain governance authorities If

institutions fail to perform.

The Vision: A Summary

In many respects, the Corairlssion's vision of the future is

r.imilar to the current system of higher education. It builds on

current strengths.

It is different, however, is the following key respects:

1. Admission standards and the profiles of entering
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students will be differentiated among the three types of

institutions in the system with the highest standards

expected in the University of Maryland;

2. The Statewide plan for higher education will be a

strategic plan, vjIII have detailed and explicit missions

for each Institution, and will be the basis for

evaluating Institutions' performance;

3. Management of the operations of the Institutions will be

derentralized;

4. Accountability in the system vjill be strengthened;

5. A central board vill be the focal point for

accountability and will have both the power and the

responsibility to assure that the system's goals are

being achieved.
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V. Recommendations

Introduction

The central purpose of the Commission's vision for public

higher education is to Improve the quality of the Institutions and

of the system. Achieving this goal will necessitate Improvement

in the funding of higher education, flexibility in m.anagement

,

careful institutional and systemwlde planning, improvement in

standards and in academic programs, more efficient utilization of

resources, accountability, ana adoption of a structure for

governance and coordination whlct will bring about a dynamic and

synergistic system.

Realization of this goal will depend upon strong leadership,

t'specially Important to its achievement will be the boards which

govern and coordinate the systems. Some of these must have new

responsibilities and new leadership to approach a different job

with a fresh perspective.

A proposed schedule for implementing these recommendations is

found as exhibit 1 in the appendix.
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St ructure-

The Commission endorses the principle of local institutional

governance with strong central oversight at the state level. It

finds the current structure with institutional boards, segmental

boards, and coordinating boards a burdensome one with considerable

opportunity for unnecessary intrusion on campus operations and

with inefficiencies associated with duplicated efforts and lack of

clarity about roles. While the State Board for Higher Education

currently is charged with systemwide coordination, it lacks the

power to bring about such coordination through any means other

than persuasion. As ? result, change in the system tends to take

the course of least resistance; change is Increnental rather than

dynamic and systemic.

The CoTimilsslon believes that a new perspective and charge of

direction in leadership are necessary to pronote qualitative

change in the system. Boards which govern institutions and those

responsible for statewide coordination must interact differently

than they have in the past. They must be openminded about nciv

strategies which will lead to the oualltative changes this

Commission seeks. The Commission believes that leaders Ti;ust be

selected who can meet these new responsibilit Jes.

Accordingly, '''he Commission recommends the following
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structural changes in the system:

1. Reconstitute the State Board for Higher Education

as the Maryland Higher Education Commission (MHEC)

to encompass the duties of the State Board for

Higher Education, the State Scholarship Board, the

Maryland Higher Education Loan Corporation, and new

duties as follows. Transfer the functions cf the

State Scholarship Board and the Maryland Higher

Education Loan Corporation to the MHEC, which will

replace the existing State Scholarship Board and

higher Education Loan Corporation. The MHEC will

have the following authorities:

a. With respect to both public and private

institutions it will have all authorities

presently assigned to the State Board for

Higher Education.

b. In addition, it will administer all non-cficpus

based student aid and loan programs.

c. With respect to public institutions of higher

education, the MHEC will have the following

new authorities:
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(1) Review all existing programs for

productivity, efficiency and quality and,

v^hen appropriate, transfer, modify, or

abolish existing programs.

(2) Oversee accountability provisions

(financial and programmatic),

(3) Develop guidelines for institutional

admissions to ensure a student body

consistent with institutional missions.

(4) Receive annual budget requests prepared

by the institutions, consolidate these

and n.nke recommendations, based on

funding guidelines recognizing the

differentiated missions of the

institutions, to the Governor about the

level ar.d distribution of funding for

public colleges and universities. M?IEC

also will recommend any State funding

changes for private colleges. Funds for

public institutions of higher education

will be budgeted to the KHEC wirh a lump

sum designation at the campus level. The

MHEC will oversee distribution of the
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budget to the campuses and will have

authority, subject to approved budget

amendments, to withhold funds from a

campus or to transfer funds among

campuses when such action is deemed

necessary to promote compliance with the

missions approved in the Statewide plan.

(5> In the event of an institution's failure

to achieve its mission and after adequate

opportunity to do so, the Commission will

be empowered, subject to the approval of

the Governor, to review and modify

programs consistent with (1) above, to

reocmmend changes in the institution's

operation or administration to its

governing board, to withhold or transfer

funds consistent with (4) above, to

assume na its own the duties of the

institution's governing board and to

exercise those powers to bring about

necessary change, and ultimately to close

or to merge institutions ot higher

education.

2. Create individual boards of trustees for each of
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the follovring institutions: Bowie State College,

Coppin State Col]ege, Frostburg State College,

Salisbury State College, Towson University, and The

University of Baltimore. These new boards will

replace the current Board of Trustees of State

Universities and Colleges and the separate Boards

of Visitors for these institutions and will have

all the powers and responsibilities for managing

the campus now assigned to the Board of Trustees of

State Universities and Colleges.

The Commission recommends that the Maryland Higher

Education Commission shall have thirteen members,

who shall not be affiliated directly with

institutions of higher education in Maryland. The

Governor should seek highly qualified and able

members for this Commission, which is to exercise

the broadest authority in the system. Appointments

will be made by the Governor with the advice and

consent of the Senate. The Governor will designate

one of these members to be chairman, whope term as

such will be at the pleasure of the Governor. The

members will serve four year terms and wlH serve

no more than two consecutive terms. The MHEC will

appoint a commissioner of higher education to serve

as Its chief executive officer. The commissioner
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will serve at the pleasure of the MHEC.

4. The Commission recommends that the boards of

trustees have eleven members and that they include

citizens having a strong interest in higher

education. They will be appointed by the Governor

with advice and consent of the Senate and will

serve no more than two consecutive four year

terms. The boards will elect a chairman.

The Commission does not see a need at this time to modify the

University of Maryland Board of Regents, Morgan University's Board

of Regents, the Board of Trustees of St. Mary's College or the

State Board for Community Colleges. The latter coordinates

institutions which are essentially locally governed. The

community college governing boards and those of the University of

Maryland, Morgan and St. Mary's already operate at the

institutional level, which is consistent with the recommendations

of this Commission.

Planning

The Commission believes that careful planning ds central to

the Improvement of the higher education system. It believes that

planning must begin within the institutions with full

participation by faculty and administration. Institutional plans
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must be reviewed and modified as necessary to produce a statewide

plan with adequate definition to clearly distinguish institution

from institution and to serve as a tool for evaluating the

system's effectiveness. The State Board's plan has not been used

as an accountability tool and the Board has lacked authority to

enforce compliance! with its plan. Accordingly, The Commission

recommends the following:

5. In the two years immediately following enactment of

changes recommended in this report, institutions

will continue to operate in compliance with the

current Statewide Plan for Postsecondary

Education . During the year following enactment of

these recommendations each Institutional governing

beard of trustees or regents will undertake a

detailed review of its institution to accomplish

the following:

a. Review and modify as appropriate institutional

mission statements,

b. Peview the core curriculum and academic

program requirements for appropriateness and

adequacy and productivity,

c. Review standards of admission, progression.
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and retention to assess their appropriateness

to the institution's mission,

d. Develop a system for annual accountability

including but not limited to assessments of

student performance. Such plans shall provide

for an annual accountability report to the

FHEC.

e. Review and assess possibilities for

cooperation with other institutions and

facilities in the region.

6. By the end of the second year following enactment

of these recommendations the MHEC will develop a

five year statewide plan for higher education. The

plan should include strategies for accomplishing

the five year goals and a statement of longer term

objectives. This plan will utilize plans developed

by the governing boards; however, the ^fHEC will

have authority to modify mission statements for the

institutions and other elements of the plan. The

plan will be updated annually and reviewed

comprehensively on a five year cycle.

7. The MKEC shall establish as the State's policy the



following arrangement of educational opportunities

in the public sector:

a. The University of Maryland will be the State's

comprehensive research institution. Admission

standards, both for freshmen and transfer

students, and tuition costs should reflect the

selectivity and prestige of this institution.

In light of the University's particular role,

it should be the only institution empowered to

develop new doctoral programs.

b. While a number of campuses currently have

Impressive graduate and research

accomplishments In selective fields and aspire

to become comprehensive in their offerings,

the current demography and economy of the

State suggest that only one canpus should

serve in this flagship role. Accordingly, the

College Park campus of the University, which

presently Js best suited to this vole, will be

the only comprehensive unit in the foreseeable

future. It will be the highly selective

campus in the State's system and it will

emphasize graduate and upper division

instruction and research.
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c. The other State colleges and universities will

admit a broader pool of students and V7lll

concentrate on Instruction at the

baccalaureate and master's degree levels.

Tuition costs at the State colleges should be

somewhat more moderate than those at the

University of Maryland.

d. The Community Colleges will offer the broadest

access through reasonable tuition costs and an

adm.lssion policy which admits to the

institution, but not necessarily to a program

of study leading to an academic degree, any

student who has completed a high school

education.

The MHEC will appoint an advisory committee whose

members might include State and local economic

development experts, demographers, forecasters of

employment and economic trends, legislative

leaders, and local and state planners. This

committee will assist the MHEC and the institutions

in developing a plan for higher education and

industry cooperation for economic development.

This plan for higher education's role in economic

development shall be made a part of the Statewide
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plan to be completed by the end of the second year

following enactment of recommendations in this

report.

9. The MHEC shall develop a system for forecasting

marketplace needs and employment trends and shall

incorporate such information in its planning. This

system should utilize existing resources such as

the Governor's Employment and Training Council, The

Department of Employment and Training, the State

Occupational Information Coordinating Committee,

and the State Council on Vocational Education.

10. The MHEC and The State Board for Corarunity Colleges

shall provide for better coordination of planning

among the community collef^es and the secondary and

proprietary schools. Specifically they should worV.

toward the goal of eliminating duplicated effort In

career and vocational programs offered in both

sectors and should explore the feasibility of

expanding "two plus two" programs of study.

11. The MHEC shal? Include in its planning a review of

the higher education resources in the Baltimore

metropolitan region and shall develop mechanisms

for better integrating these rich resources, the
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full potential of which appears to be unrealized.

Quality

The Commission recognizes that improving quality will require

improved resources, and such recommendations are included later in

this chapter. It is not persuaded, however, that quality can be

equated with generous spending or that improving funding alone

necessarily will improve quality. The Connnission believes that

faculty - their training, their commitment, their participation,

their involvement with students and the community - and well

prepared students are key to the quality of the higher education

system. The Commission endorses the principle, espoused by John

Gardner, that quality in higher education is found in the success

the institution has in meeting itr particular mission . A single

standard of quality, therefore, is inappropriate in a system with

institutions having distinctive missions and expectations.

The University of Maryland's College Park campus, because it

is the flagship and the keystone of the system, must meet the most

rigorous standards of performance. A number of the Comnisslon'

s

recommendations focus on this campus, its student body and its

faculty. These are aimed at ensuring selectivity at this campus

and, as a byproduct, improving the distribution of students among

the institutions in the State. To improve quality in the syFitem

the Commission offers the following recommendations:
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12. Full time equivalent undergraduate enrollment at

College Park shall be reduced by twenty percent

over a five year period. The reduction shall be

Implemented primarily by limiting enrollments of

lower division students. Such a reduction should

result in higher standards of admission and also

will increase the proportions of graduate and upper

division students to levels more consistent with

the University's mission and the model of its

peers. Furthermore, this reduction is intended to

bring the number of students enrolled on this

campus more closely in line with the space

available on this campus. So that this reduction

in enrollment can result in qualitative change in

the instructional climate and so that the

University may preserve key programs, the

Commission recomjnends that the University be held

harmless from the loss of tuition and general fund

income associated with the lowered enrollment (see

funding recommendations)

.

13. The Commission believes that attracting and

retaining high quality faculty are critical to

achieving excellence. The Commission recommends,

therefore, that the State adopt as an initial goal

raising salaries by rank at all institutions to the
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75th percentile of the appropriate institutional

classifications on the AAUP comparative salary

scales. The Commission recognizes that some

institutions, notably the University of Maryland,

have carefully managed promotions in rank and may

find preferable a goal related to a] 1 ranks

averaged. The Commission believes that the

University's recommended emphasis on upper division

and graduate study may result in a need for a

faculty with greater average rank. As this occurs,

funding should follow. Also, The Commission

believes that the 75tb percentile goal should be an

immediate one and that the State should move beyond

this goal, particularly for the University of

Maryland, as funds allow. In addition to this

improvement In base salaries, the Commission

recommends funding to endow the Eminent Scholars

T'rogram to attract, even for limited periods of

time, nationally recognized scholars. The

Commission endorses the principle of awarding

salary increases on the basis of merit as an

incentive for excellence. Moreover, the Commission

believes that evaluation of faculty for merit

increases should place particular emphasis en

teaching skill as indicated by student

performance. Research should be a part of faculty
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evaluation where this is an Important component of

the institution's mission. Collaboration with

business and the public schools should be

considered in evaluations of merit, as these

support institutional goals.

14. Institutions shall develop closer communication and

collaboration with the public schools. This shall

include developing a system of communicating to

public schools the preparedness of their students

for college study and the changes in curriculum

which may be necessary to better prepare students.

The Commission recommends that the Education

Coordinating Committee should develop a plan for

involving local boards of education and

institutional governing boards more directly in its

considerations and for facilitating communication

among these boards.

15. Institutions offering teacher education programs

must strengthen these programs. The MHEC should

include in its planning recognition cf the expected

shortage of teachers and should consider ways in

which the number of students preparing to teach may

be increased.
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16. Because there iue students who have strong overall

performance whose r^rticular background has

resulted in specific academic gaps, there will be a

need for limited remediation at a number of

campuses. Remediation should be concentrated,

however, in the community colleges. Students

should not be allowed to enroll in academic credit

"granting courses of study related to their area of

remediation until remedial needs have been

satisfied. Credit should noc be granted for

remedial education.

17. A collaborative effort should be undertaken between

one community college and a four year institution

having an education program to develop model

remedial programs at the community college In which

students may enroll on a statewide basis and which

will develop expertise in remediation to share with

other institutions. The four year college should

assist In the design and evaluation of the

programs, while the community college serves as a

laboratory. Such collaboration between the

Community College of Baltimore and a four year

college in its region may be appropriate.

18. Institutions neod to Improve retention standards
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and raise their rates of student retention.

19. The State should encourage initiatives aimed at

improving quality by providing a pool of funds to

be administered as grants to public colleges and

universities for quality improvement, (see funding)

Efficiency

The Commission believes that Maryland' 3 system of higher

education is not highly efficient. One problem relates to the

distribution of students. The University of Maryland needs to

have funding for staffing ratios and quality appropriate for

excellent education and research primarily for graduate and upper

division students. Yet a large proportion of undergraduate and

lover division students are enrolled in this setting, and it would

not be efficient to furd such a student body as if it were

pursuing advanced work. Also, a number of other campuses in the

system are underutilized and some of thece bear the burden of

trying to broaden their appeal in a period cif declining

enrollment, intense competition, and expanded student choice.

There is some duplication In programs even between colleges having

close geographic proximity. Such Inefficiencies should be

eliminated. Accordingly, the Commission recommends the following:

20. The Maryland Higher Education Commission should
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promote interinstitutlonal cooperation. IVhen new

programs are proposed, it should consider the full

array of available faculty and space resources and

it should require that programs be offered jointly

where such cooperation is appropriate. While this

goal is appropriate statewide, it is particularly

critical in the Baltimore region, which enjoys a

large variety of diverse institutions but lacks a

cohesive organization of these resources.

21. The MHEC should encourage as State policy that

local private industry councils and employers

contract with coniEunity colleges for training and

retraining of workers when community colleges are

able to meet these needs. This model is well used

in some counties; others have not been nc

consistent.

22. The Maryland Higher Education Commission shall

conduct an ongoing assessment of programs to

evaluate production of graduates, enrollment, and

other Indicators of quality. A system of

eliminating consistently unproductive programs

shall be adopted, and the Commission will have

authority to modify, eliminate, merge, cr withhold

fund? related to such programs.
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23. The MHEC should develop a procer.s for uniform

schedules, single systeirt applications, and

cooperative registration and purchasing.

24. The MHEC should prohibit unnecessary duplication of

graduate programs, which require significant

resources if they are to maintain high standards of

quality. Unless there is compelling evidence of

need, the MHEC should not approve new graduate

programs of study which already are available at an

institution within the system. Moreover, the

annual program review should be used to eliminate

such duplication where it now exists.

Funding

In trying to assess the funding needs of higher education,

The Commission examined a number of nodels including guidelines

based on multiple factors, inflation over time, the proportionate

share of the State's budget over time, comparisons with

self-selected peers and with larger national groups, oomparisons

with other states, and institutional requests. Clearly ont could

build a case for initial funding and for annual adjustments using

any one of these models or a combination of them. The Conunlssion

believes, however, that it is appropriate for the budgets of

higher education, including those of the community colleges, to
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remain in the discretionary part of the Governor's budget. That

is, the Commission believes that an appraisal of affordabllity and

other State needs should accompany the annual review of higher

education needs and that the policy regarding level of funding

should remain in the control of the Governor and General Assembly

with annual budget reviews. State budget policy should not be

driven entirely by comparisons with budgets beyond its control.

Nevertheless, the Commission finds such comparisons one useful

tool in determining need and concludes from its review that there

is a need for immediate enhancement of the funding for higher

education and for an extended plan for improved funding in

addition to annual budget adjustments which would have been made

without thif- review. The Commission further believes that the

budget for higher education must be distributed with sensitivity

to the goals of the Statewide Plan and with respect for the

varying institutional missions.

Further, the Commission recognizes that funding is unlikely

fully to meet higher education's needs or aspirations. The

Commission, therefore, is recommending certain priority targets

for funding rather than simply endorsing unspecified inprovemenc

in funding of the base. If the Commission recommendations were

adopted in full, the funding of higher education per student frcn

all sources would rise to a level within the top fifteer. states in

the nation. Such improvement is consistent with the Ccirimisslor! ' s

interest in improving the quality of Maryland's higher educatior
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system.

Accordingly, the Commission makes the following

recommendations for improvements beyond the usual annual

adjustments in aid. A summary of the budget recommendations with

a suggested timetable for Implementation is found as exhibit II in

the appendix of this report.

25. The University of Maryland College Park will retain

funds equal to the general funds and tuition funds

associated with the planned full time equivalent

undergraduate enrollment decline of 20 percent, or

5341 full time equivalent students. This is

er>timated to cost the State an additional $12. OA

million (assuming 23" out of state enrollment and

current tuition rates) by the final (fifth) year of

phase In. In addition, costs associated x.'lth

enrollment of these students af other institutions

in Maryland may approach $16 million, depending

upon the institutions they select. It is

anticipated also that the campus will retain State

funds associated vjith the current enrollrient.

These are estimated to be approximately *2A

million. The added funding at the University will

raise average spending per full time equivalent

student to levels more closely in line with peer
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Institutions. These funds should be used to

enhance faculty, to achieve a faculty mix In rank

and stature appropriate to the changed student

clientele, and to promote qualitative changes.

26. The State should add as an initial target raifilng

salaries by rank to the 75th percentile of salaries

in like institutions. This will cost $3.9 million

for the University of Maryland, $1.9 for the state

colleges and universities, and $266,000 for St.

Mary's College.

27. The State should appropriate $3 million in each of

five years tc endow the Eminent Scholars Program

envisioned in State law, which allows for state

matching funds for private funds raised for this

purpose. This program will allow Institutions to

attract highly regarded faculty of national

reputation and to pay their salaries from Interest

on the endowment ccr.sisting of State and private

matching funds.

28. The State should initiate a consolidation

/cooperation/improvement fund to facilitate

cooperative planning, mergers of p: oprams or

qualitative improvements. Thifi fund should be
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administered by the KHEC as a time limited grant to

institutions. Initially this fund should have a

budget of $2 million to be used primarily for

institutional planning activities envisioned

elsewhere in this report. As it matures, this fund

should grow to approximately $10 million.

29. In recognition of the important contribution of the

private colleges and as an investment in their

continuing role in a diverse and excellent system

of higher education, the State should continue its

aid programs to independent colleges and

universities. As funding for public higher

education Is improved, fundinp for private colleges

should rise proportionate]}-, as the current statute

will provide. This proportionate increase is

appropriate to maintain the balance of competition

and quality in the public and private sectors which

has served both well.

30. Maryland's community colleges should receive a

formula increase which recognizes increasing costs

in the colleges' budgets. "^he Commission was not

able to examine in detail the funding proposal made

by the community colleges' own study committer;

however, the Commission urges the following
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policies:

a. Inflationary increases should be allowed

regularly; however, the statute should not

bind the Governor and General Assembly to an

established rate or proportionate increase;

b. The formula should recognize both fixed and

enrollment related costs;

c. The formula should recognize variations among

counties in local ability to contribute to the

support of the colleges;

d. The proportions proposed in statute as state,

local, and student shares of cost should be

reexamined in light of the much broader

ptirposes served by community colleges today;

in recognition that some of the new emphanes

are services that otherwise may have been

locally funded through recreation departments,

senior citizens' programs, public schools, and

other local programs; and in recognition of

the broader responsibilities for re.r.ediation

and access which are suggested within this

report.
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31. Student aid should be improved. The Commission

believes that the state's resources will not be

adequate to markedly affect need-based program gaps

which may be left by major changes at the federal

level. Accordingly, The Commission recommends

targeting new State aid to specific objectives

related to need, merit, and access.

The Commission recommends the following specific

improvements:

a. Merit scholarships should be increased to

$2000 per award.

b. An additional bonus of $3000 per distinguished

scholar should be awarded to students

attending the University cf Maryland College

Park, vrhere the emphasis must be on Improving

quality.

c. A work-study program should be created with

State funding to cover administrative costr

and with private sector (employer) funding

providing the direct salary benefits.

d. Special purpose scholarships based on neither
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need, merit, nor desegregation should be

phased out and funds added to the General

State Scholarship Program.

e. Ideally student aid from state, federal, and

private sources would be adequate to ensure a

student's ability to attend the college of his

choice. Limitations in funds, however, have

resulted (1) in large numbers of needy

students who are unserved by State financial

aid and (2) in the awarding of very small

grants to large numbers of students. The

State's role in financial aid is very minor in

comparison to the federal role. In view of

both a limited role and limited funds, the

Commission believes that State aid should be

distributed according to policies which

promote access.

f. Students receiving State grants of financial

aid should be required to maintain a 2.0 grade

point average on an annual basis to be

eligible to renew aid.

g. The State should explore the feasibility cf a

tuition prepayment plan such as that being
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considered In Michigan or a tax incentive

program to encourage saving in advance for

costs cf higher education.

32. Institutions of higher education should improve

their record of private fund raising. The MHEC

shall offer technical assistance in this regard and

shall explore the feasibility of developing a

foundation for private fund raising for systemwide

initiatives. The MHEC also will explore the

feasibility of developing incentives, including

financial incentives, to promote private

fundraising.

33. The Commission believes that maintenance in the

institutions of higher education has been neglected

and recommends creation of a restricted caintenance

fund for each institution. Institutions should

have the authority to carry forv^ard these

maintenance funds from one fiscal year to the next

and should be rJ lowed to accumulate and use for

maintenance interest earned on this account.

However, institutions shall not be allowed to use

these funds for purposes other than plant

maintenance. These funds are to be used to

refurbish and renew existing plants and are to



supplement ongoing maintenance. The institvtlons

should report annually to the MHEC their

expenditures for maintenance, their fund balance

sr.d their unmet needs.

3A. The discrepancy between available capital budgets

and higher education requests presents a greater

dilemma. The Commission believes that better

program planning, better distribution of students

among existing carpuses, consclidatlon , and more

cooperative use of f£.cilities and resources may

moderate the need for nev facilities. In addition

the Commission believes that the State should

cmsider leasing underutilized space and selling

surplus properties and ccnT.itting revenues froF

these sources to capital improvements. Ir view of

the pressing need for maintenance, the Commission

recommends that the State consider holding in

abevance funding for nev ccnstructlcn for a limited

period of time until plant renewal reeds have been

satisfied

.

35. The Maryland Kirher Education Commission should

create a revclding capital fund for the purchase ci

instructional equipment to be used by all

institutions in the system as needed and in
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accordance with missions and program plans.

(Virginia recently authorized a bonded Indebtedness

for the purpose and created a revolving account in

which funds are deposited. Institutions lease the

purchased equipment from the coordinating board.

Revenues from the initial bond and from lease

pa>Tnents are available to maintain and expand this

ongoing account.)

Flexibility

The Commission believes that improving the level of funding

will offer opportunity for Improvement; however, it believes the

potential for qualitative improvement consistent with

institutional and systemwide plans it greatest when those

institutions enjoy the freedom to manage their funds flexibly.

Significant progress was made in granting such flexibility in

1985, pursuant to recommendations of the Flexibility Task Force

chaired by Lt . Governor J. Joseph Curran. The Commission believes

that the institutions have managed this flexibility well and are

prepared to assume even greater autonomy.

Accordingly, the Commission recommends the following changes:

36. Institutional budgets should be prepared by

governing boards and should be determined by the
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Governor and General Assembly, after considering

advice of the MHEC. Funds shall be budgeted to the

MHEC with a line designation by institution. They

will be distributed as a lump sum to the

institution by the MHEC in accordance with the

budget. The MHEC will have authority to transfer

or withhold funds as described in recommendation

3. Appropriation in a lump sun to the institution

will allow flexibility in institutional budget

administration.

37. The Commission endorses simplification of the

capital budget process, which presently involves

burdensome and costly delays and procedures. The

Commission recommends the following:

a. For the University of Maryland, which has and

can support its owti facility planning and

engineering staff, the Commission reccmirends

giving the University parallel authority to

the Departments of General Services and

Transportation for design and construction

management oversight. The University v;ould be

constrained by budget allocations and overall

space guidelines developed by the Department

of State Planning but would enjoy flexibility
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in project design, management, and execution.

b. For the other State colleges and universities

the Commission recommends streamlining the

capital planning process by combining the

program planning and detailed planning

processes. Institutions would bear some risk

in funding internally the costs of detailed

planning; however, this consolidation of steps

could reduce by at least six months the time

spent in project planning, would allov;

flexibility In planning within cverall State

guidelines regarding space, and would allow

recovery of allowable planning costs when

initial construction is funded.

38. The Commission recognizes the importance of a fair

and competitive procurement process but Is

concerned that burdensome procurement processes

often are inefficient. The Commission is favorably

impressed with improvements made on behalf of

higher education pursuant to recommendations of the

Flexibility Task Force in 1985. The Commission

believes that the flexibility granted then for

procurement of academic computers now should be

extended to procurement of administrative computing
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equipment as well.

39. Expanded flexibility will be accompanied by

accountability. The MHEC will have authority, as

outlined In recommendation 3, to impose sanctions,

including the withholding of funds and the

assumption of governing authority, against

institutions which fail to meet their missions

through faulty management.

Accountability

The Commission believes that the system of higher education

should be structured for efficient and effective management and

given adequate resources to operate well , but it also believes

that those who are charged with managing public funds have a

responsibility to demonstrate their effectiveness In doing so.

The higher education system is not without accountability today.

There are fintnclal audits by the Legi.'il ature, the Comptroller's

Office, and the State Board for Higher Education. There are

accreditation reviews, licensure and certification examinations,

records of enrollment, retention, graduation and transfer. Each

of these offers a measure of performarce. Most of these controls,

however, are externally imposed. There is very little evidence

that governing boards have taken a critical look at the

performance of the institutions they manage, have developed a



regular process for periodic appraisals, have tied these to the

plans of the institution and have used them for dynamic program

planning. This needs to be done, and the Commission believes that

it is those who govern the institutions who have primary

responsibility in this regard. The Commission believes these

boards must be empowered and inspired to undertake this important

task. There is a need also for accountability from the Statewide

board for the effectiveness of the system's working as a whole to

achieve the broader collective purposes it has identified.

Accordingly the Commission makes the following

recommendations for accountability.

40. Governing boards will develop institutional

accountability plans which will measure performance

in meeting the missions of the institution, its

goals and objectives. Such plans will include

assessments of student performance appropriate to

the institution's mission.

41. The MHEC will receive institutional accountability

plans and may approve or modify these plans. The

accountability reports will be sent annually to the

MHEC together with a description by the governing

beards of any actions which may be taken pursuant

to the findings. The MHEC will ccrapile a
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systemwide accountability report and submit this

annually to the Governor and General Assembly.

42. Because the governing boards and MHEC will have

strong authority, the ConunlsEion believes it is

important to encourage regular training and

evaluation of the performance of these boards. It

recommends, therefore, that each higher education

institution's governing board and the MECH adopt a

process for training of new board members and for

periodic self-evaluation. Such appraisals shall

occur at least every five years and shall involve

review and Input fron external observers with

expertise in the role and conduct of governing

boards. A surrnnery of these reports and board

actions shall be available to the Governor, General

Assembly, and ^fHEC.

Conclusion

The higher education system in Maryland has evolved ever a

long period of time. Periodic examinatlor of the fit between that

system and current needs is a necessary and healthy exercise if

the system is to remain dynamic and of service to Maryland's

citizens. There is much that is praiseworthy in Maryland's system

as it operates today. For a modest Investment of funds citizens
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have a high degree of access, considerable diversity, and some

excellent programs and faculty.

The Conunisslon' s recommendations, some of which will be seen

as controversial, are not revolutionary. They do not intend to

compromise the strengths of the current system. They do, however,

seek to identify a management structure in which responsibility is

clearly focused, goals for quality and efficiency which will make

the system an even better investment, and funding and

accountability which will ensure that goals can be met and are

accomplished. They seek a dynamic and responsive system, one

which is an asset to the economic growth of the State not by

accident but by design, and one which serves the needs of the

citizens who support it.

Accomplishing this plan wil] take leadership. Such

leadership begins with the Governor and General Assembly who must

commit themselves to excellence in higher education and weigh the

value of this advice in achieving that objective. Leadership also

must be found In the board members who will guide these

institutions and this system In its journey toward excellence.

Citizens of Maryland have shown an interest in education. They

have supported impressive reforms in pvMic school finance and

they are participating acti^'ely in higher education. "^he

Commission believes that these citizens will respond to a call for

excellence in higher education. Our recommendations are designed

to sound this call.
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LIST OF THOSE WHO TESTIFIED

Dr. Lucie Lapovsky

Dr. John S. Toll

Dr. Albert H. Bowker

Dr. John B. Slaughter

Mr. Ralph D. Bennett, Jr.

Dr. T. Benjamin Massey

Dr. John W. Dorsey

Dr. William P. Hytche

Dr. Edward N. Brandt

Mr. Richard R. Kline

Dr. Sheldon H. Knorr

Mr. Francis Gates

Dr. Earl S. Richardson

Dr. Ernest Hammond

Mr. Abraham Moore

Mr. Danilo DeSousa

Ms. J. Elizabeth Garraway

Dr. Rhoda Dorsey

Father Joseph A. Sellinger

Director of the Division of Finance and
Facilities, State Board for Higher Education

President, University of Maryland

Executive Vice President, University of
Maryland

Chancellor, University of Maryland

Associate Professor, School of Architecture
Chairman, Faculty Senate
University of Maryland

Chancellor, University of Maryland
University College

Chancellor, University of Maryland
Baltimore County

Chancellor, University of Maryland
Eastern Shore

Chancellor, University of Maryland At
Baltimore

Chairman, State Board for Higher Education

Commissioner, State Board for Higher Education

Chairman of the Board of Regents
Morgan State University

President, Morgan State University

President, Faculty Senate, Morgan State
University

Vice President of Finance and Management
Morgan State University

Student Regent, Morgan State University

President, Maryland Independent College and

University Association (MICUA)

President, Goucher College and Chairman of

MICUA

President, Loyola College
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LIST OF THOSE WHO TESTIFIED
(continued)

IDr. G. William Troxler

Dr. Steven Muller

Dr. Fred Lazarus IV

Dr. Samuel P. Massie

Dr. James D. Tschechtelin

Dr. Robert E. Parilia

Dr. Robert Cell

Mr. Hamid Seyedin

Dr. Wilbur Hicks

Mr. Dennis Farina

Ms. Rose Shockey

Dr. Edward T. Lewis

Dr. Wesley P. Jordan

Dr. Michael R. Rosenthal

Dr. Douglas S. MacDonald

Mrs. Carol Petzold

Ms. Brenda Bornt

Mr. James A. Learner, Jr.

Dr. Nelson P. Guild

Dr. H. Mebane Turner

President, Capitol Institute of Technology

President, The Johns Hopkins University

President, Maryland Institute College of Art

Chairman, State Board for Community Colleges

Executive Director, State Board for
Community Colleges

President, Montgomery College
Chairman, Committee on the Future of Maryland
Community Colleges

President, Cecil Coirmunity College
Chairman, Maryland Council of Community
College Presidents

President, Maryland Association of Coirmunity

College Trustees
Trustee, Montgomery College

Associate Professor of English, Community
College of Baltiinore

Graduate of Chesapeake College

Graduate of Dundalk Community College

President, St. Mary's College

President, Faculty Senate, St. Mary's College

Academic Dean, St. Mary's College

Executive Director, I-laryland State
Scholarship Board

Chairman, Maryland State Scholarship Board

Advisory Committee, Maryland State
Scholarship Board

Executive Director, Maryland Higher Education
Loan Corporation

Interim Executive Director, Board of Trustees

of the State Universities and Colleges

President, University of Baltimore
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LIST OF THOSE l^fHO TESTIFIED
(continued)

Dr. James E. Lyons, Sr.

Dr. Norman Johnson

Dr. Thomas E. Bellavance

Dr. Kenneth Jablon

Dr. Calvin W. Burnett

Dr. Hoke L. Smith

Mr. James K. Archibald

The Honorable Charles W. Gilchrist

Dr. Joseph T. Durham

The Honorable Parris N. Glendening

Ms. Elizabeth Blake

Mr. R. Wayne Moore

Mr. Michael R. Morton

Mr. James R. Lott

Dr. Richard Millard

Dr. Frank Newman

Mr. Frederick K. Schoenbrodt

Mrs. May Bolt

Mr. Wilson H. Parran

President, Bowie State College

President, Statewide Faculty Senate

President, Salisbury State College

Acting President, Frostburg State Cbllege

President, Coppin State College

President, Towson State University

Chairman, Board of Trustees
Board of Truftaes of the State Universities
and Colleges

County Executive, Montgomery Cbunty

President, Community College of Baltimore
(representing Mayor William Donald Schaefer)

County Executive, Prince George's County

Directx)r, Carroll Community College
(representing the Carroll County Commissioners)

President, TESST Electronic School
President, Chesapeake and Potomac Association
of Proprietary Schools

Executive Director, State Cbuncil on
Vocational-Technical Education
(representing Mr. John J. Lancaster, Jr.,
Chairman)

Executive Director, Governor's Employment
and Training Council

President, Council on Postsecondary
Accreditation

President, Education Commission of the States

President, Maryland State Board of Education

Chairman, Education Coordinating Council

President, Maryland Association of Boards
of Education
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LIST OF THOSE VTHO TESTIFIED

(Continued)

Dr. John L. Camochan

Dr. S. Joseph Canpanella

Ms. Mary Frederic

Dr. James J. Hill

Dr. Unberto Neri

Dr. Alan S. Wingrove

Mr. William S. Ratchford, II

Dr. H. Louis Stettler, III

Dr. Emory C. Harrison

Mr. Eric S. Walbeck

Mr. David Ricker

Mr. William McLean

Dr. John F. Brugel

Chairman, Education Committee, Maryland
Chamber of Commerce

Assistant Director, Research, COMSAT Laboratories

Assistant to the Assistant Secretary for
Job Training, Maryland Department of
Btployment and Training

Chairman, Maryland Conference of the
American Association of University Professors

Chairman, Faculty Guild, University of
Maryland (affiliate American Federation of
Teachers)

Member, Faculty Advisory Coitmittee to the
State Board for Higher Education

Director, Department of Fiscal Services

Secretary, Department of Budget and
Fiscal Planning

Assistant Secretary, Capital Program
Planning Division, Department of
State Planning

Assistant Secretary for Engineering
Department of General Services

Analyst, Department of Budget and
Fiscal Planning

Analyst, Department of Budget and
Fiscal Planning

Assistant Chancellor, New Jersey
Department of Higher Education
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